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Development of 3D modeling technology

The three-dimensional model of the 

terrain in the GIS "Panorama" is a 

surface constructed taking into 

account the terrain relief on which an 

image of a vector, raster or matrix 

map can be superimposed, and three-

dimensional objects located on it, 

corresponding to objects of a two-

dimensional map.
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Development of 3D modeling technology

A realistic high-precision 3D-model 

of the terrain can also be quickly 

obtained by shooting the terrain 

using unmanned aerial 

photography systems, processing 

and displaying the obtained data.



Advantages of technology of Panorama

The ability to quickly customize the 

display of the map in three-dimensional 

form using simple source data: vector, 

matrix maps, images and standard 

libraries of 3D-types of objects in scale.
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Advantages of technology of Panorama

3D-display on different scales 

and with the connection of 

various geoportals in GIS 

Panorama:

Roscosmos, Rosreestr, Google, 

Yandex, NASA, KB Panorama, etc.
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Advantages of technology of Panorama

Changing various parameters of 

displaying a 3D model: illumination, 

moving, setting up the composition in 

3D, skeleton display of objects.

Spotlight lighting

Lighting by time of day (18.00))
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Navigator 3D

The work tool with three-dimensional 

models of real terrain, created in the 

GIS "Panorama", is the procedure 

"Navigator 3D (display of the three-

dimensional model of the terrain)" in 

the "Tools" menu of the professional 

GIS "Panorama".
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Navigator 3D

Performing tasks in Navigator 3D:

• Editing a map: creating objects, moving, deleting.

• Displaying information about the object, changing 

semantic characteristics.

• Measurements: lengths, distances, taking into account 

the heights, heights.

• Installation of video cameras.

• Moving around the scenario: setting, creating and types 

of trajectories, assigning speed and time to move along 

the trajectories.

• Creating images and videos for a given trajectory and 

running script.
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Classifier Editor

Creating a three-dimensional view of objects 

using the Classifier Editor.

Own editor of a three-dimensional view.
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Libraries of 3D models

Setting up a three-dimensional view of objects 

for ready-made libraries with civil and military 

3D-models.

A set of libraries of typical 3D-view of objects, 

different in purpose: military, civil, for small or 

large scale.

"GIS" Operator“ provides a library of 3D-

models of signs of operational-tactical situation.
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Cloud of points

The “Cloud of points" mode, 

which provides the display of laser 

scanning data of the terrain in a 

three-dimensional model. The 

model can be loaded into the GIS 

"Panorama" for display in two-

dimensional and three-

dimensional form, vectorization, 

building profiles and performing 

other computing tasks.
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Loading models of third-party formats

Import high density models 

from TLS (Agisoft Tiled Model) 

tile models and point clouds in 

Agisoft OC3 format.
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Loading models of third-party formats

Import into the general 3D-

model of the terrain of photo-

realistic models of individual 

objects (buildings, structures) in 

the format COLLADA (DAE).
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WEB-application and 3D map operation mode

• mapping with objects • with different layers • relief display
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Transition to small scale. Globe and stars

When displaying a spherical model of the 

Earth in GIS WebServer SE, a map of stars 

with constellations and the Sun is displayed. 

When the location changes, the real-time map 

calculates the current position of each star 

and planet visible from Earth, taking into 

account the current date and time of day. 

There are 5024 stars and 88 constellations on 

the star map.
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Display of 3D Tiles

GIS WebServer SE displays photorealistic 

three-dimensional models of unlimited size.

The models are presented in the new format of 

vector tile 3D terrain models - DB3D. 

GISWebService SE service is used as a data 

source DB3D.

The technology was developed using the 

import in the GIS "Panorama" of TLS (Agisoft

Tiled Model) tile models, point clouds in the 

Agisoft OC3 format.
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Display of 3D Tiles

When displaying 3D terrain tiles in DB3D 

format, detailed models of individual objects, 

which imported from the COLLADA (DAE) 

format, are also used .

In this mode, you can go to the center of the 

model and change the transparency of the 

layer of three-dimensional tiles.
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Flight mode

Component "View from 

the air“.

Mode simulates a flight over 

the terrain. The user can 

change the flight speed and 

the viewing angle of the 

territory.
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View from the air



Wireframe mode

The mode of displaying the database of 

3D tiles in wireframe.

The wireframe display of 3D tiles 

allows you to visually evaluate the 

structure of the model and perform 

filtering if necessary.
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The main activity of the company is the development 

of software and architecture of geographic information 

systems which are used in different industry of the 

national economy and national defense.

About company

JSC KB "Panorama"

Russia, Moscow, Pyzhevskiy pereulok, 5, building 3

tel.: +7 (495) 739-0245, 

fax: +7 (495) 739-0244

panorama@gisinfo.ru



Thank you

for attention!


